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ABSTRACT 

SYNTHESIS AND MODIFICATION OF NANOPARTICLES FOR SURFACE NANO-

STRUCTURATION OF POLYMERIC MEMBRANES 

Iran David Charry Prada 

 

The objectives of this work are (i) to prepare silver and TiO2 nanoparticles 

functionalized with polymers or alkoxysilanes as capping agents with specific 

control of morphology, size, and chemical reactivity and (ii)  their attachment to 

the surface and pore wall of ultrafiltration membranes. These particles are 

interesting due to their known antibacterial, anti-biofouling efficiency, besides the 

photocatytic activity exhibited by TiO2.  

The first chapter focuses on the synthesis and characterization of silver 

nanoparticles. Their performance depends on the shape, size and other colloidal 

characteristics. A complete analysis of the effect of the stabilizer and pH 

conditions on particle size and shape was conducted by using polyethyleneimine 

and polyvinylpyrrolidone. Opposite trends and different morphologies were 

observed for both stabilizers.   

The second chapter describes the surface attachment of TiO2 nanoparticles onto 

polyetherimide ultrafiltration membrane with pore size around 134nm by using 

organoalkylsilanes.  Excellent hydrophilicity (contact angle 39  2) and high and 

thermal stability (260oC) was achieved. Particles and membranes samples were 

characterized by microscopy, chemical and surface analysis. 
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1. SYNTHESIS OF SIZE-CONTROLLED 

SILVER NANOPARTICLES BY ION 

REDUCTION METHOD AS FUNCTION 

OF THE PH AND POLYMER 

STABILIZER 

 

 

1.1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Silver has been used in fields such as: catalysis, optics, computing, 

biomedical and separation membranes. It has been even linked to man's earliest 

attempts to improve the environment [1-3]. Nowadays, silver nanoparticles (up to 

200 nm) (Ag NPs) with high surface area to volume ratio have demonstrated their 

unique physical, chemical, biological, and spectroscopic properties [4-6].  These 

properties and applications are determined by their shape, composition, 

crystallinity, morphology and structure [7, 8]. The applications in catalysis include 

the industrial “spit” phenomenon used for producing formaldehyde from 

methanol, and ethylene oxide from ethylene[1].  Optical, computing and 

spectroscopic properties of silver nanoparticles are related to the possibility to 
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use nanometallic structures known as plasmonics, to serve either as antennas to 

convert light into localized electric fields or as wave-guides to route light to 

desired locations with nanometer precision. Plasmonics can act as building 

blocks for larger and more complex “metal materials” sought for controlling the 

light[8], where silver exhibits the highest efficiency of plasmon excitation 

comparing with other metals like Cu and Au[8, 9]. Since the intensity and 

frequency of plasmon resonance depend on the distribution of polarization 

charge [10], the light-matter interaction is highly dependent on the particle's size 

and shape, suggesting that large particles (>50nm) are often necessary for 

optical applications, whereas small particles (<10nm) are desired for catalytic 

purposes, where the main characteristic is the high surface-to-volume ratio[9]. 

 

For the development of membrane-based water filtration systems, for 

water and wastewater treatment, Ag NPs emerged as friendly antibacterial 

material for biofouling control. They proved to be a very effective antibacterial 

agent against bacteria, viruses and other eukaryotic micro-organisms by 

controlling and suppressing bacterial growth [4, 5]. The antibacterial mechanism 

has been described as a result of its interaction with sulfur and phosphorus in the 

bacterial membrane, forming S-Ag groups which can damage the bacterial 

proteins, interrupt the electron transport chain, dimerize DNA (Deoxyribonucleic 

acid), and create a low molecular weight region in the center of the bacteria to 

which the bacteria conglomerates for protecting the DNA from the silver ions. 

The nanoparticles preferably attack the respiratory chain, cell division finally 
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leading to cell death[11, 12]. Recently, the possible eradication of as many as 

sixteen kinds of biofilm micro-organisms such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 

Escherichi coli, and Staphylococcus aureus, and others [12-14]. However, some 

studies suggest that the toxicity of silver nanoparticles is greatly influenced by 

size and shape, because particles lower than 10 nm have shown negative 

interaction with the cell due to electronic effects that might enhance the reactivity 

of the nanoparticles, while bigger ones have a lower percentage of interaction 

because of the small surface-to volume ratio[11, 12, 15].  

 

Recently, several approaches have been developed for preparation of Ag 

with different morphologies at nano-scale, including the ion reduction method[8, 

13, 16-19], polyol process[8, 10, 20], seed-mediated growth[8, 21], thermal or 

hydrothermal methods[22, 23], UV or gamma irradiation technologies[24-26], and 

microwave-assisted method[27]. However, the ion reduction method remains as 

the most conventional method due to its easy handling, since it requires an Ag 

salt as precursor, which is mixed with a reducing agent, and a polymer as 

colloidal stabilizer in aqueous solution[8, 15, 18]. In this process, the stabilizing 

agent (also known as capping agent) caps the particle to prevent further growth 

or agglomeration[18].  These agents can be surfactants, organic molecules and 

polymers and can play an important role to obtain a desired morphology. 

Chemical reducing agents, usually sodium citrate or sodium borohydrate, reduce 

the Ag+ ions to Ag0 atoms, which then grow into cluster and nanoparticles. For a 

long time, AgNO3 has been widely used as silver precursor due to its high 
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solubility, but some other recent works have propose CF3COOAg trying to avoid 

the NO3
- decomposition[8]. 

 

There are several attempts to obtain size and shape distribution of Ag NPs 

at nanoscale range, but they have been reported either for a specific morphology 

or for a narrow size window [14, 22, 25, 28, 29]. On the other hand, long term 

stability of colloidal nanostructures has been always an issue due to their 

tendency to agglomerate[14]. Therefore, a controlled size distribution of Ag 

nanostructures covering a broad range up to around 100 nm with tailored shape 

and colloidal properties are necessary for target applications. In this sense, a 

good understanding of the ion reduction method followed by variations of pH and 

stabilizer agent has been developed in this study for obtaining well-defined 

structures, with specific size distribution and surface properties relevant for the 

stabilization of colloidal dispersion. For this purpose, silver nitrate (AgNO3), and 

sodium borohydrate (NaBH4) were used as precursor and reducing agent 

respectively, and polyethyleneimine (PEI) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) were 

separately used as stabilizers.  The stabilizer plays an important role not only 

defining shape and size but also enabling specific applications. For instance PEI-

capped particles can be used for cell recognition, bio-labeling and in medical 

diagnosis as gene carries [28, 30].  
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1.2. EXPERIMENTAL  

 

1.2.1. MATERIALS 

 

 Silver nanoparticles were prepared from silver nitrate (AgNO3, ACS 

reagent, ≥99.0%) as Ag precursor, and sodium borohydride (NaBH4, 99%) as 

reducing agent, both supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Poly(ethyleneimine) solution 

(PEI, 2,000Mw, 50 wt.% in H2O - purchased from Sigma Aldrich) and 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP at 25000Mw, and 90000Mw - purchased from Fluka) 

were evaluated as capping agents. The particles were prepared in deionized 

water prepared with a MilliQ water purification system. Hydrochloric acid solution 

0.5M (HCl, ACS 37%) and sodium hydroxide solution 0.5M (NaOH, pellets 

(anhydrous) ≥98%) supplied by Sigma-Aldrich were used to evaluate the pH and 

ions influence in the particle's morphology. All chemicals were used without 

further purification. 

 

The particles were purified by dialysis using SnakeSkin dialysis tubing (10K MW) 

supplied by Thermo-Scientific.  
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1.2.2. SYNTHESIS DESCRIPTION 

 

Silver nanoparticles were synthesized by ion reduction method, in three 

main steps. First, a 100 mL sample of aqueous AgNO3 solution (0.5M) was 

mixed with 0.1M polymer solution (PEI or PVP, both were tested) in a molar ratio 

of 0.4 of silver nitrate to polymer (AgNO3/Polymer) under stirring. The pH value 

was then adjusted by adding HCl or NaOH 0.5M solutions. Stoichiometric NaBH4 

was added to reduce the silver ions. After this step a color change from colorless 

to brown could be seen. The solution stirred between 4 to 8 hours.  Finally, the 

solution was dialyzed up to four days to remove any unreacted chemical 

remaining in solution. 

 

1.2.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES 

 

The sizes and distributions of the silver nanoparticles were measure using 

a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (FEI Tecnai F20).   Element analysis 

was performed by Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX). The absorption 

spectra were measured on a UV-vis spectrophotometer (UV-2550, Shimadzu).   

For characterization of the colloidal dispersions, the turbidity was 

measured with a portable turbidimeter (HACH 2100Q), and the electrophoretic 

mobility was determined using a zeta-potential analyzer (Malvern Zetasizer 

Nano-ZS).  
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1.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

1.3.1. SYNTHESIS OF AG NANOPARTICLES BY USING 

POLYETHYLENEIMINE (PEI) AS STABILIZER 

 

25% of the amino groups in PEI are primary, about 50% are secondary, 

and 25% are tertiary [28, 31]. The amino groups are expected to offer a series of 

advantages when considering nanoparticle modification.  Ag nanoparticles 

capped with PEI have a positive charge due to the protonation of amino groups, 

measured in terms of  potential, as it is shown in the Table 1.1 for different pH 

values tested. The use of other stabilizer as PVP led to non-charged surface. 

 

TABLE 1. 1. Electrophoretic mobility of synthesized Ag nanoparticles 

using different stabilizers 

Stabilizer pH  Potential, mV 

PEI, 2000Mw 

3.96 51.59.00 

5.43 51.7 7.33 

5.69 49.78.24 

6.42 57.96.40 

9.45 43.07.37 

10.50 35.08.03 

11.14 41.06.61 

PVP, 25000Mw 

3.87 -10.89.69 

4.54 -1.326.00 

5.43 -6.727.86 

6.42 -7.536.26 

8.00 -7.796.72 

9.46 -8.488.09 

10.50 -8.818.30 

11.13 -6.8610.1 
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Excess of PEI around the Ag nanoparticles offers amino groups for further 

chemical reactions with organic compounds.  Amines are not only Brӧnsted and 

Lewis bases and their base strength can be changed by substituents, becoming 

even very weak acids[32]. This amphiprotic capability leads to reactivity in 

alkylation, acylation, and sulfonation.   

 

Scheme 1. 1 Suggested general pathway for the synthesis of Ag nanoparticles 

capped with PEI 

 

The general pathway for the PEI-Ag NPs synthesis starts from the 

polymer protonation followed by complexation of silver cations, reduction and 

final nucleation and growth, in a strongly basic condition as it is shown in the 

scheme 1.1. pH changes during the synthesis by addition of HCl or NaOH 

solutions respectively, led to well-defined size and shape distribution. Figure 1.1 

shows the size distribution as a function of the pH. For the whole evaluated pH 
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range, small spherical nanoparticles were obtained (< 20nm), coexisting with 

larger particles (up to 140 nm). The small particles correspond to the initial step 

of nuclei formation, which afterwards by Ostwald ripening tend to reorganize in 

bigger structures. This formation mechanism is also influenced by other anions 

coming from the acid or base when they are added to the colloidal dispersion.     

 

 

FIGURE 1. 1. Size distribution and morphology (TEM) of Ag nanoparticles 

capped with PEI. 

 

At pH of 9.45, pristine condition, the small particles have the highest 

density per area, as shown in Table 1.2; whereas, changes in pH play an 

important role in the surface modification of the Ag-NPs and therefore in the 
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colloidal properties, because at lower pH, higher protonation is achieved, i.e., 

higher electrophoretic mobilities, as shown in Table 1.1 besides the achieved 

shape control.  

 

TABLE 1. 2. Shape and distribution of PEI-capped nanoparticles 

pH Shape 
Mean Size 

(nm) 

NPs Distribution, 

(106 particles/nm2) 

3.96 

Spherical 7.3±2.9 1100 

3-truncated, 

Hexagonal, Cubic 
137.110.8 0.39 

5.43 

Spherical 4.3±2.7 570 

Rod-like, Triangular, 

Hexagonal, Trapezoid 
116.2±23.4 1.7 

5.69 

Spherical 6.8±2.9 480 

Triangular,  

6-truncated, Trapezoid 
81.8±8.3 3.4 

6.42 

Spherical 4.8±3.8 2100 

Hexagonal, 3-

truncated, spherical 
44.2±10.4 3.2 

9.45 
Spherical 1.60.5 55000 

Amorphous clusters 140.2±16.5 9.1 

10.50 
Spherical 6.82.4 4900 

Triangular, Spherical 23.1±1.5 5.6 

11.14 
Spherical 4.6±1.0 1700 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

 

Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the particle size distribution and 

morphology. Table 1.2 specifies the shapes and average size obtained at each 

pH. Figure 1.1 also shows turbidity measurements which follow the same size 

behavior that the big particles present in the dispersion.   
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FIGURE 1. 2.  UV-visible spectra of Ag-NPs capped with PEI 

 

UV-visible spectra for all the pH range are shown in Figure 1.2 and 

confirm the presence of reduced Ag0 in aqueous phase with a characteristic band 

around 390-440nm [24, 30, 33, 34]. It is known that surface plasmon resonance 

of metal nanoparticles are very sensitive to their surrounding environment [24]. 

The general trend is that the absorption band has a red shift with increasing 

particle size.  This is accentuated for the small particles, but much less for the 

larger ones in UV-visible region. Silver colloids exhibited different colors due to 

different light interactions, indicating the presence of different shapes and size at 

different conditions. 
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1.3.2. SYNTHESIS OF AG NANOPARTICLES BY USING 

POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE (PVP) AS STABILIZER 

 

The formation of Ag NPs by using PVP as capping agent results from an 

initial complexation between the silver and the pyrrolidyl group as described 

previously by Wang et al. [35, 36], followed by nucleation and reduction, and 

growth processes similarly to the PEI-capped nanoparticles. 

 

FIGURE 1. 3. Size distribution and morphology (TEM) of nanoparticles 

capped with PVP-25k. Black line represents Ag0 nanoparticles, and blue 

line represents Ag2O nanoparticles. 
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In general, as it is shown in the figure 1.3, the mentioned ripening process 

may lead to less spherically uniform particles, however well-defined shapes were 

not obtained by using PVP as capping agent. Turbidity measurements confirm 

the distribution tendency in function of the bigger particles in the colloidal 

dispersion due to their stronger light deflection than the small ones. Additionally, 

the maximum number of particles per area is obtained for pristine condition due 

to a more homogeneous growth than the ones resulting from the ripening 

process as it observed in the Table 1.3. 

TABLE 1. 3.  Shape and distribution of PVP-25K capped nanoparticles 

pH Shape 
Mean Size, 

nm 

NPs Distribution, 

(106 No 

particles/nm2) 

Nature 

3.87 
Spherical 7.35.2 1420 Ag 

3-truncated 26.61.0 87 Ag 

4.54 
Spherical 6.81.4 966 Ag 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

5.43 
Spherical 8.12.8 928 Ag 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

6.42 
Spherical 11.63.8 168 Ag 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

8 
Spherical 15.45.0 184 Ag 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

9.46 
Spherical 17.56.8 33 Ag 

Quasi-spherical 55.116.3 17 Ag2O 

10.5 
Spherical 11.33.1 260 Ag 

Quasi-spherical 90.214.9 10 Ag2O 

11.13 
Spherical 15.23.0 21 Ag 

Quasi-spherical 61.225.4 4 Ag2O 
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PVP has an acid nature in aqueous solution with pH 4.5.  We increased 

the pH up to 11 by adding NaOH, after capping.  Most of the Ag+ remains 

complexed with PVP and is reduced to Ago after addition of NaBH4.  At high 

concentration of NaOH, the free Ag+ will react forming AgOH.   AgOH is rapidly 

converted to Ag2O.  Above pH 8.0 larger particles could be detected and the 

color and light deflection behavior (UV-Vis) indicates the formation of Ag2O in 

mixture, confirmed also by EDAX. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. 4. UV-visible spectra of Ag-NPs capped with PVP 25K at        

a) different pH values, b) at pH=11.13 with further separation by 

centrifugation. 
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UV-VIS results, shown in the Figure 1.4a, confirm the presence of reduced 

Ag0 in aqueous phase with a characteristic band in the range 390-440nm [24, 33, 

34].  In fact, the first absorbance peak agrees with previous bands reported by 

Fornasiero et al.[37] of 397nm for particles of 8nm size. On the other hand, the 

more basic conditions, pH value up to 8.00, exhibited a fixed peak maximum at 

396nm due to the almost negligible size difference based on the variance value 

calculation shown in the Table 1.3.   

 

For pH higher than 8.00 a second maximum appeared near 475nm, as 

detailed in the Figure 1.4b.  This can be attributed to the presence of Ag2O in the 

mixture [27, 29, 38, 39]. Centrifugation allowed to a well separation of them and 

to determine their nature as Ag2O with sizes above 40nm in the precipitate and 

Ag0 in the supernatant with mean size was as low as 20nm. UV-VIS spectra for 

the separation products are shown in the figure 1.4b confirming the mentioned 

nature of each one. Moreover, TEM-EDAX mapping mode images, shown in the 

Figure 1.5, also confirm the nature of the precipitate and supernatant as Ag2O 

and Ag by difference in contrast. 
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FIGURE 1. 5.  Nanoparticles capped with PVP-25K. At the top, TEM 

images of the precipitate and the supernatant resulted from centrifugation; 

at the bottom elemental analysis by TEM-EDAX. 

 

Same trend in the size distribution, shapes, and other results were 

obtained by using higher molecular weight polymer, PVP 90K, as it is shown in 

the Appendix A. 
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1.4. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS 

 

We have investigated the effect of polymer stabilizer and pH conditions for 

the synthesis of silver nanoparticles by ion reduction method. Different size 

distributions were obtained by using polyethyleneimine (PEI) or 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as capping agents, as a function of pH and anions 

coming from the buffer added to the colloidal dispersion, tending to decrease in 

size as the pH is increase for PEI-capped nanoparticles, and with similar 

behavior for particles capped with PVP in presence of acid HCl. However, 

particles PVP-capped structures in basic conditions, by adding NaOH, led to 

statistically constant dimensions, affected at very high concentrations of –OH 

which also produces Ag2O in mixture. Ag2O can be easily separated by further 

purification steps. On the other hand, PEI stabilizer led to well defined structure 

with different morphologies; whereas PVP stabilizer produced only spherical 

structures.  Other properties as turbidity and electrophoretic mobility showed to 

be highly dependent of the stabilizer used in the synthesis. 
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2. TIO2 -FUNCTIONALIZED 

POLYMERIC MEMBRANES BY 

REACTIVE PHASE INVERSION 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Among metal oxide nanoparticles, TiO2 has attracted interest for application in 

membrane technology due to its biofouling control ability, photocatalytic and 

ultrahydrophilicity properties. In terms of fouling mitigation, TiO2 has proved to 

diminish the irreversible fouling without compromising the flux of ultrafiltration and 

reverse osmosis membranes.  They also exhibit antibacterial effect against 

Escherchia coli (E. coli) [40-42]. The photocatalytic and ultra-hydrophilicity 

properties are related to self-cleaning performance added to surfaces. 

Photocatalytic activity leads to total or partial decomposition of organic matter as 

trichlorophenol, recalcitrant pollutants and toxic organic substances [42-44]. 

Ultrahydrophilicity allows eliminating the remaining contaminants from the 

surface by simple rinsing [43, 45]. In addition, some other well-known attractive 
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properties of TiO2 particles include a good chemical stability, UV-filter capability, 

optical properties, wide availability and low cost [46, 47]. 

 

The integration of TiO2 nanoparticles and polymeric membranes has been 

reported through different techniques, which include the blending of 

nanoparticles into the membrane and the deposition onto the membrane surface. 

Mixed-matrix membranes have been prepared by trapping or assembly in the 

bulk, but they have shown a very poor distribution and alteration of the 

mechanical membrane properties [42, 48, 49]. Particle surface coating has been 

reported by spray deposition technique [50], and low temperature-hydrothermal 

(LTH) process [49], which resulted in particles aggregation, then being more 

useful for nonporous solid surfaces or fibers; also coating by plasma treated 

surfaces and by pulse-frequency d.c. reactive magnetum sputtering methods 

have been explored [51], which due to the high interaction of the pulse frequency 

with the surface not only alter the pore properties but also tend to produce a non-

homogeneous coating and even damage to the membrane. Moreover, bulk 

incorporation of TiO2 nanoparticles with combination of subsequent dipping in 

particles suspension for membranes has been documented but with aggregation 

at the surface of polysulfone membranes [45]. They also may cause pore 

plugging and instability of the coating layer [48].  However, even with the 

reported drawbacks the use of organic-inorganic materials for membrane 

preparation can be very successful if carefully explored,  Organoalkoxysilanes 

have been previously used for building a phosphonated network or incorporating 
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phosphate particles to increase proton conductivity of polymer membranes for 

fuel cell application as reported by Pezzin et al and Nunes et al [52, 53].  

Organoalkoxysilanes have been used also to improve the mechanical resistance 

to membranes under pressure [54] and reduce swelling of membranes used for 

gas separation and direct alcohol fuel cell [53, 55].  

 

Silane coupling agents have proved to be effective for grafting onto particles 

surface [46]. They can be used for surface modification of nanoparticles and for 

improving dielectric and wetting properties of organic-inorganic composites.  The 

first step for a successful membrane surface modification with nanoparticles is 

the functionalization of the particles alone. Stabilization of colloidal dispersion is 

needed to avoid aggregation.   In this work the particle functionalization has also 

the final goal of chemical binding on the membrane functionalized surface. 

 

In summary, the main objective of this chapter is the preparation and 

characterization of a novel nanostructured membrane with TiO2 nanoparticles, 

with excellent distribution and stable attachment on the membrane surface and in 

the pore walls.  We combine conventional methods of phase inversion for 

membrane preparation with reactive processes to facilitate stable and 

homogeneous functionalization.  
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2.2. EXPERIMENTAL  

 

2.2.1. MATERIALS 

 

For the surface functionalization of TiO2 particles, commercial TiO2 

nanoparticles, a mixture of rutile and anatase (<150 nm particle size (DLS), 

dispersion, 33-37 wt. % in H2O) and N1-(3-trimethoxysilylpropyl) 

diethylenetriamine were bought from Sigma-Aldrich. The particles were purified 

by dialysis using SnakeSkin dialysis tubing (7K MWCO 35 ft. (10.5m)) supplied 

by Thermo-Scientific.  

 

Polyetherimide-sulfone (PEIs), Extem XH1015, was kindly supplied by 

Sabic and  anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) from Sigma Aldrich was used  

for preparation of asymmetric porous membranes. 

Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane  (GMS) from Acros Organics was used for the 

membrane functionalization. 

 

 The particles were prepared and the membranes were casted using 

deionized water prepared with a MilliQ water purification system. Chemicals were 

used without further purification. 
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2.2.2. SURFACE FUNCTIONALIZATION OF TIO2 NANOPARTICLES 

 

The surface functionalization of commercial TiO2 nanoparticles was 

performed mixing 150mL of 1M TiO2 nanoparticles dispersion in DI water and 10 

mL of 10 vol% solution of N1-(3-trimethoxysilylpropyl)diethylenetriamine. The 

dispersion was placed into a Parr reactor at 60oC and 60 bar of CO2 for 8 hours 

under stirring at 300 rpm.   

 

Afterwards, the solution was dialyzed up to four days to remove any 

unreacted chemical remaining in solution. Finally, the colloidal dispersion was 

diluted 10 times in volume.   

 

 

2.2.3. MEMBRANES PREPARATION AND SURFACE ATTACHMENT OF TIO2 

NANOPARTICLES 

 

a. Membrane functionalization with epoxy-organopolysiloxane network 

 

Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (10 wt% to PEIs) was added dropwise to 

20 wt % polyetherimide solutions in DMF. After 2 hours, HCl 0.1M was added to 

the mixture (3:2 acid molar ratio to silane). The resulted mixture was stirred for 

three days in order to promote the network formation by sol-gel process. 
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b. Membranes preparation 

 

The preparation of asymmetric membranes by phase inversion consisted 

of the following steps: (1) casting of a 100-μm-thick film on a glass plate with a 

doctor blade, (2) immersion in a coagulation bath (water) at two different 

evaluated conditions: room temperature and 65C for 12 hours, and (3) drying at 

ambient conditions.  

 

For surface attachment of TiO2 nanoparticles, the usual non-solvent bath 

(water) was substituted by a particles dispersion. Remaining steps were 

developed as explained before. 

 

 

2.2.4. LEACHING TESTS 

 

The strength of the interaction between particles and PEIs membranes was 

evaluated by leaching tests using DI water as solvent, for three days. The 

samples were washed with periodic changes of water in order to avoid the 

saturation of the aqueous phase with inorganic components.  
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2.2.5. CHARACTERIZATION 

 

Size and electrophoretic mobility were determined on a Malvern Zetasizer 

Nano-ZS. 

 

Fourier Transform Infrared-Attenuated Total Reflectance (FTIR-ATR) 

spectra were recorded on a FTIR Nicolet iS10 with a Universal ATR accessory 

equipped with a single reflection diamond crystal for membranes samples and 

KBr pellets for powders.   

 

1H NMR spectra of 5–10% (w/w) solutions of the final polymers in DMF-d7 

with Si(CH3)4 as an internal standard were recorded at room temperature at 

600MHz SB Liquid NMR Spectrometer (Bruker) . 

 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out on a Perkin-Elmer 

DSC 204 F1 NETZSCH under nitrogen flow. The heating rate was 5°C.min-1 and 

the cooling rate was 10°C.min-1 in the range of temperature from 25 to 220 °C. 

The samples were placed in aluminum pans and heated from 25 to 220 °C under 

nitrogen flow rate. For all samples, an isotherm was recorded at 220 °C for 15 

minutes. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of each sample was determined 

from the second heating scan. 
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted on TA instrument 

TA/TGA Q50 with a heating rate of 5°C.min-1 under nitrogen flow up to 800 °C. 

Colloidal dispersions were previously freeze-dried for this characterization. 

 

Surface and cross section morphology were examined by field emission 

scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) in a FEI Nova™ NanoSEM 630. The 

samples were sputter coated with platinum for 30s at 20mA to prevent electron 

charging. All the images were taken using a TLD - secondary electrons detector 

in immersion mode, 2KV voltage, working distance of 3mm and spot size 

between 1.5 and 2. Images were obtained at different magnifications. The 

samples for cross-sectional images were previously freeze-fractured in liquid 

nitrogen.    

 

Composition analyses for the membranes were acquired from 

characteristic Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) at 10KV, working 

distance of 5mm and spot size 6. Different EDAX techniques were explored on 

this work such as elemental analysis, and line and mapping scans. 

 

Stationary contact angle measurements for the membranes were performed 

in Krüss Easydrop equipment. 
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2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

We propose and demonstrate a simple method of porous membrane 

functionalization aiming at improved fouling resistance, as well as the possibility 

of extending the application for catalytic active systems.  The idea is to add 

complementing reactive functionalities to particles and membranes, by working 

with organosilanes.    The use of silanes for modification of polymeric 

membranes has been reported to improve the mechanical stability as far as 

compaction and resistance to swelling is concerned [53-55].  Careful morphology 

control is required when silane is added to the casting solution.  The preparation 

steps include (i) particle functionalization with amino silane (Figure 1a), (ii) 

casting of organo-inorganic solution with epoxy-functionalized surface (Figure 1b) 

and (iii) reactive phase inversion in water with dispersed functionalized TiO2 

leading to covalent attachment onto membrane surface (Figure 1c). 
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2.3.1. SURFACE FUNCTIONALIZATION OF TIO2 NANOPARTICLES 

 

FIGURE 2. 1. General surface nanostructuration process: a) 

functionalization of TiO2 nanoparticles; b) polysilsesquioxane network in 

the polyetherimide matrix;  c) selective attachment of tio2 nanoparticles 

onto the membrane surface. 

 

TiO2 nanoparticles were modified by grafting amino functional groups onto 

the particles surface, by reaction with amino silanes. Figure 2.1 (a) shows the 

possible chemical Titania functionalization, which result from the silane reaction 

on the particles surface. The most probable reaction is directly between the 

surface hydroxyl groups and silane through –Si-O- groups, as part of the 
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condensation and hydrolysis process; however bonding of primary amino to –OH 

groups is also possible, as well as electrostatic interaction between NH3
+ 

(protonated amine) and –OH groups [46, 56]. The zeta   potential increases from 

(0.5  1.5) mV to (42  9) mV after modification of TiO2 particles, indicating that 

protonation has taken place, According to DLS measurements, the 

functionalization process led to an increase in particles size from 47 nm to 92 

nm probably due to bridging after condensation between different alkoxysilane 

chains linked to different particles in the dispersion. The grafting success was 

confirmed by FTIR, figure 2.2., where bands at 4000-3600cm-1 and 2500-

1675cm-1 can be assigned to stretching and bending of –NH2 groups partially 

overlapped by stretching –OH peak resulting from condensation of alkoxysilane 

chains [46, 48, 57]. In addition, new bands at 1223 cm-1 and 1174 cm-1 are 

associated to different vibration modes of Si-O and Si-O-Si due to the 

condensation reaction between silanol groups of silane.  The increase in peak 

intensity at 1505 cm-1 is due to the Si-O-C vibration modes of the alkoxysilane 

chain [46, 58, 59]. New peaks at 1040 cm-1 and 824 cm-1 come from stretching 

and bending vibration modes of Ti-O-Si confirming the achieved grafting [46, 59]. 
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FIGURE 2. 2. FTIR spectra of pristine and functionalized TiO2 

nanoparticles. 

 

Thermal analysis of particles before and after the functionalization is 

shown Figure 2.3.  According to these results, around 3 wt % decomposition 

below 140 °C exhibited for both samples is probably due to vaporization of 

physically adsorbed water from dispersion medium; the decomposition around 5 

wt % between 210-320°C might be related to loss of –OH groups [46, 59]. 

Finally, the 5.3wt% weight loss above 350°C observed for functionalized samples 

can be assigned to the decomposition of organic siloxane chains [46], which 

corresponds to around 0.2-0.3mmol silane grafted per gram of particles.  
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FIGURE 2. 3. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of TiO2 nanoparticles 

before and after functionalization with n1-(3-

trimethoxysilylpropyl)diethylenetriamine  
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2.3.2. ORGANO-INORGANIC MEMBRANE CASTING AND PORE MORPHOLOGY 

CONTROL   

 

FIGURE 2. 4. FTIR spectra of glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GMS) 

before and after the hydrolysis and condensation at R=1.5 (H2O/Si molar 

ratio) with 0.1M HCl. 

 

Figure 2.1(b) represents the polyetherimide / polysilsesquioxane blend 

with reactive epoxy groups, which constitutes the membrane to be linked to 

amino-functionalized particles. The polysilsesquioxane formation was optimized, 

by taking in account classical sol-gel reports of  Brinker [60] and Witucki [61] to 

avoid reverse reaction from siloxane network to silanol. Acid catalysis (0.1M 

HCl), H2O/Si molar ratio 1.5 and 3 days stirring of solutions in DMF at room 

temperature. Figure 2.4 shows the FTIR spectra evidencing the network 

formation at the optimized conditions, where peaks at 3700-3100cm-1 (-OH from 
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condensation reaction [60]), 1700-1600cm-1 (deformation mode of H2O 

molecules, absorbed in siloxane network [62]), 1050-950cm-1 (Si-OH stretching 

vibration [62]), 650-800cm-1 (Si-O-Si vending vibration [63]) 

 

Asymmetric porous membranes were prepared by casting PEIs solutions 

on glass plates, followed by immersion in water.  When the temperature of the 

coagulation bath is increased, larger pores are formed and the contact angle 

slightly decreases (Comparison between figure 2.5(a) and 2.5(b)).  It is known 

that surface texture influences the contact angle and porosity can lead to super 

hydrophobicity as well as super hydropholicity, according to Cassie and Wenzel 

models [64-67]. A marginal contact angle decrease is observed when 

epoxysilsesquioxane is incorporated (Figure 2.5(c) and 2.5(d)). Much lower 

contact angles could be measured when TiO2 functionalized particles were 

attached to the membranes (Figure 2.5(e) and 2.5(f)). For that the particle 

functionalization itself, which is highly hydrophilic, might have a large 

contribution. Furthermore the Wenzel equation [66, 68] predicts a decrease of 

contact angle when the features at the surface favor the liquid penetration into 

the roughness grooves (gaps between the peaks). The attached particles act as 

features (Figure 2.5(f)), which are smaller in size than the water drop dimension, 

increasing the wettability of analogous non-functionalized PEIs membranes [66, 

68] with similar pore size (Figure 2.5(b)). 
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Without the epoxy-silsesquioxane network, the particles tend to aggregate on the 

membrane surface and plug the pores.  

 

 
FIGURE 2. 5. Contact angle (black), pore size (red) and FESEM 

microscopy of membranes prepared from PEIs casting solutions with and 

without polysilsesquioxane from polycondensation of N1-(3-

trimethoxysilylpropyl)diethylenetriamine  (GMS) in different coagulation 

baths; larger area of (f) membrane prepared from PEIs/GMS casting 

solution coagulated in 65oC TiO2 dispersion (all membranes FESEM 

image with the same magnification). 
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2.3.3. REACTIVE/PHASE INVERSION AND SURFACE ATTACHMENT OF TIO2 

NANOPARTICLES ONTO PEIS MEMBRANES  

 

 

FIGURE 2. 6. 1H NMR (600MHZ, 297K, CDCL3, PPM) spectrum of PEIs 

membranes with and without polysilsesquioxane. Characteristic signals 

confirmed that the epoxy groups the unreacted epoxy groups after 

modification. 

 

The best nanostructured membrane was cast from PEIs solutions 

containing epoxy polysilsesquioxane immersed in the dispersion of TiO2 

particles. The sol-gel process leading to the formation of polysilsesquioxane in 

the PEIs solution does not open the epoxy groups as confirmed by NMR. The 

characterization is shown in the figure 2.6.  For the successful attachment of TiO2 

particles the phase inversion process usually leading to the formation of 
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asymmetric porous membranes was also a reactive process.  As the incipient 

membrane is being formed, with the usual water-solvent exchange, followed by 

pore formation, the casting solution and particularly the epoxy groups are 

exposed to the amino-functionalized particles. Reaction between amino and 

epoxy groups takes place as depicted in Figure 2.1(c).  During the 

immersion/coagulation step the polymer (PEIs and polysilsesquioxane) chains 

have high mobility.  As phase separation takes place to form and solidify the pore 

structure, it is expected that the epoxy groups tend to be preferentially placed in 

the polymer-water interface and react to amino groups available in the 

functionalized particles. Reactions of primary amine/epoxy and secondary 

amine/epoxy are possible at 65oC. In absence of a proton donor, the secondary 

amine has a dual role not only by forming an intermediate complex with the 

epoxy, but also as a nucleophilic reagent attacking preformed epoxy-amine 

complexes.  

 

The reactive phase inversion led to uniformly attached particles onto PEIs 

surface. The observed mean pore diameter was 134 ± 17 nm, making the 

membrane suitable for ultrafiltration applications such as waste water treatment 

with photocatalytic and biofouling control properties coming from the attached 

inorganic particles.  In addition, this membrane exhibited good wettability as 

shown in the Figure 2.5 (f).  
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FIGURE 2. 7. Detailed cross section Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Micrographs (FESEM) of asymmetric PEIs membrane modified with TiO2 

nanoparticles 

 

Cross-section FESEM images of the functionalized asymmetric membrane 

with TiO2 nanoparticles are shown in the Figure 2.7. Sponge-like morphology 

dominates, which is positive from the point of view of mechanical stability and 

resistance to compaction when working at high pressure.  Finger-like cavities are 

only present in the center of the membrane.  It is clear that the TiO2 particles are 

preferentially distributed in the external membrane layers, which were in more 

direct contact to the particle dispersion during the membrane formation. 

Particularly in the top layer a large density of TiO2 particles can be seen, which 

are not only on the membrane top surface, but mostly placed on the pore walls.  
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This is relevant since in operation not only the top flat surface should be 

protected from fouling, but also the pore entrance.  Furthermore when catalytic 

activity is aimed, the pore functionalization offers a longer contact time between 

active particles and pollutant molecules to be converted.  

 

FIGURE 2. 8. Secondary electron image of a functionalized membrane 

cross-section (from top (0 m) to bottom (85 m)) and its energy 

Dispersive Spectroscopy Analysis (EDS): line-scan and elemental 

mapping of Si and Ti. 

 

The distribution of inorganic phase in the PEIs porous membrane was 

confirmed by Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopic Analysis (EDS) shown in 

Figure 2.8 along the cross-section. S is present only in the organic polymer 
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(sulfone groups) and the Ti signal comes exclusively from the TiO2 particles. The 

Ti/S ratio (line-scan) is a semi-quantitative indication of how the particles are 

distributed.  They are mostly attached in the surface layers, the highest particle 

density being found up to 3 m from the surface (both sides). The Si signal 

comes from the polysilsesquioxane and from the functionalization of the TiO2 

particles.  The Si/S ratio is relatively uniform in the center (up to 5 m from the 

surface) of the membrane cross-section. If we discount the small increase of Si 

sign close to the surface, which can be assigned to the attached particles, we 

can conclude that the polysilsesquioxane phase is homogeneously distributed all 

over the membrane. This is confirmed by the images obtained in elemental 

mapping mode both for Si and Ti.       
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FIGURE 2. 9. Experimental DSC-thermograms of the PEIs membranes 

 

The thermal properties and stability of the prepared membranes have 

been analyzed and the results are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. The glass 

transition temperature measured by DSC, Tg, is 267C. Practically no shift could 

be detected with the functionalization, as expected, since the amount or silane 

added is only around 10 wt %. The decomposition temperature measured by 

TGA, Td, is around 495C for the modified membrane with functionalized TiO2 

nanoparticles. This makes this membrane able to operate at temperatures close 
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to 260oC, conditions in which most of polymeric membranes are not stable 

enough.  

 

FIGURE 2. 10. Thermal gravimetrical analysis (TGA-DT) of the 

asymmetric PEIs membrane with polysilsesquioxane and modified with 

TiO2 nanoparticles. 
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2.3.4. STABILITY OF THE TIO2 NANOPARTICLES ATTACHMENT ONTO THE 

MEMBRANES  

 

The stability of the particle attachment was evaluated by washing the 

membranes for three days, continuously changing the water. The Ti/S and Si/S 

ratios evaluated by EDS are shown in Table 2.1 for all the samples before and 

after washing. The analyzed membranes are similar to those characterized in 

Figure 2.5(b), 2.5(e) and 2.5(f). It can be clearly seen that when TiO2 particles 

are added without previously functionalization with epoxysilanes, the particles 

easily detach after strong washing since Ti/S ratio dramatically decreases. 

Different behavior is observed for the functionalized PEIs membrane previously 

functionalized with epoxysilanes, which exhibited negligible change in the Ti/S 

and Si/S ratio, confirming the formation of strong link with covalent bond between 

the porous membrane and the functionalized TiO2 particles.  

 

TABLE 2. 1. EDS analysis on the top of the membrane surfaces 

Membrane 

Before Washing After Washing 

Ti/S wt ratio Si/S wt ratio Ti/S wt ratio Si/S wt ratio 

PEIs / TiO2  402 5.7 0.27 0.014 

PEIs / 

Polysilsesquioxane 

/ TiO2  

3.6 0.37 3.3 0.36 
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2.4. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS  

 

 

TiO2 has been reported to increase the fouling resistance of membranes, and 

has been explored as photocatalyst for pollutant conversion to less toxic 

products.  However the effective use of TiO2 particles for membrane modification 

only makes sense if their attachment is stable under operation and if the particles 

are well distributed and accessible in the membrane surface and pore walls.  A 

new method of membrane functionalization has been proposed to address all 

these requirements. The method combines conventional phase inversion 

technology of asymmetric porous membrane preparation and reaction during the 

membrane coagulation.  Hydrophilic ultrafiltration membranes with stable 

attachment of TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface and in the pores with penetration 

depth around 2.5-3.5m were obtained.      
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

The main goal of this work was to modify the membranes surface made by 

commercial polymer, polyetherimide-sulfone, in order to improve their behavior 

for water treatment applications. These modifications were developed by 

functionalization with silver and TiO2 nanoparticles, which may provide antifouling 

and photocatalytic properties to the separation performance.  

 

Synthesis of silver nanoparticles was followed by ion reduction method. These 

particles exhibited a tendency to increase in size as pH decreases using 

polyethylenemine as stabilizer. Opposite behavior was achieved by using 

polyvinilpyrrolidone probably due to its acid nature.  Comparative study of the 

particles with both stabilizers allowed focusing on polyethylenemine because of 

the obtained high purity, surface charge ( 43mV), and well-defined shapes.  

 

On the other hand, functionalization of TiO2 nanoparticles was developed by 

grafted N1-(3-trimethoxysilylpropyl)diethylenetriamine to get desired reactive 

properties for further integration with polyetherimide-sulfone membranes. Flexible 

asymmetric membranes with high hydrophilicity were obtained by phase 

inversion technique in particles dispersion using 10-25wt.% of polymer in DMF, 

and 10-15 wt.% of  glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (compared to the polymer). 

Chemical modification of membrane surface with the functionalized particles was 
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achieved by the conventional epoxy/amine reaction. Particles distribution study 

showed not only surface homogeneity but also a depth penetration around 2.5-

3.5m. 

 

The upcoming direction of this project is going to study the performance for the 

obtained asymmetric membranes, e.g., permeation, fouling, and ultrafiltration 

tests.   
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APPENDIX A. 

SYNTHESIS OF AG NANOPARTICLES BY USING POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE 

(PVP)-90K AS STABILIZER 

 

 
FIGURE A 1. Size distribution and tem images of nanoparticles capped 

with PVP-90K. Black line represents Ag0 nanoparticles, and blue line 

represents Ag2O nanoparticles 
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TABLE A 1. Shape, -potential and distribution per area for nanoparticles 

capped with PVP-90K 

pH Shape 
Mean Size, 

nm 

NPs Distribution, 

(*10
-6

) No part./nm
2
 

Nature 
 Potential, 

mV 

3.79 

Spherical             Ag 
-0.93.8 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

4.49 

Spherical            Ag 
-9.97.2 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

5.45 

Spherical             Ag 
-1.04.8 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

6.38 

Spherical            Ag 
-1.73.2 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

8.43 

Spherical              Ag 
-1.33.7 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

10.52 

Spherical             Ag 
-1.38.8 

Quasi-spherical           2 Ag2O 

11.03 

Spherical             Ag 
-0.88.2 

Quasi-spherical               Ag2O 
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FIGURE A 2. UV-visible spectra of Ag nanoparticles capped with PVP-90K 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


